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OVERVIEW
Internal research co-contributions are discrete amounts of discretionary funding and are either:
•

Compulsory Co-investment: any compulsory University committed co-contribution towards Tied Funds as
detailed within a legally binding agreement between the University and one or more other external parties, to
provide funding for a specified project or purpose, as defined in the Tied Research Funds Policy; University
contributions to participate in Cooperative Research Centres (CRCs) according to the legally binding
agreement between the University and the relevant CRC are also included within this category.

•

Non Compulsory Co-Investment: all other University co-contributions, including but not limited to funding
from the Division of Research & Innovation’s (DRI) Strategic Research Investment Funds (SRIF) budget and
Commercial Accelerator Scheme (CAS). For example strategic financial support for grant bids, researcher
salaries or research infrastructure.

This document outlines the principles and guidelines to deliver an efficient and effective internal co-contribution
finance process.
SCOPE AND APPLICATION
In the context of this document the internal co-contribution process applies to Compulsory Co-investments from the
time discretionary funding is approved to the time the funding is fully utilised and any internal or external financial
obligations are satisfied. It includes the provision of an internal and/or external funding agreement, the creation of a
new finance project code (or the use of an existing finance project code where applicable), the transfer of funds for
expenditure, the University’s annual deferral process and the treatment of unspent internal co-contributions at the
end of the agreement term.
These guidelines do not apply to transfers of funds for HDR student support, salary supplementation, teaching
relief, space and facilities access, and scholarships/stipends (managed by the Adelaide Graduate Centre)
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Guidelines for University Cash Contributions to External Research Funding Proposals are available on the
Research Services website.
The procedure for Non Compulsory Co-Investments for Strategic and Infrastructure funding are detailed within
these guidelines.
The guidelines set out in this document apply to the University community.
PRINCIPLES
The following overarching principles apply to the internal co-contribution process:
•

Simplicity
-

•

Standardisation
-

•

Minimal manual intervention and touch points.
Clear and transparent to stakeholders.
Amounts are allocated to one source of funding in the University budget.

Consistent across the University.
Completed in a timely manner, including as specified in any external or internal agreement.
Meet the needs of researchers and the personnel who directly support them, for example, Project
Managers and Faculty Finance.

Compliance
-

The University meets its financial obligations to external parties as specified in executed agreements.
Does not compromise finance data security.

GUIDELINES
1. Compulsory Co-Investments
i)

Upon instruction from Research Services, Accounting Services is to validate the following coinvestment attributes as set out in the Agreement:
•
•
•

Total internal co-contribution amount including denoted currency;
Annual Amount(s) and Annual Period(s); and
Source of the discretionary funding (for example DRI RSI / Faculty /School)

ii)

As part of the financial set up of the agreement in the PeopleSoft Grants Module, Accounting Services
will create a new discretionary (17 fund code) project unless an existing project has been established
under the Early Award Establishment Process.

iii)

Contract lines will be created in the PeopleSoft Grants Module to record the total amount to be
contributed by each funding source (for example DRI RSI / Faculty / School).
Note: the following examples do not represent cash co-investments to be transferred to a project code
for expenditure by the Chief Investigator, and therefore are not to be included in the PeopleSoft Grants
Module:
•
•
•
•
•

HDR student support
Salary supplementation
Teaching relief
Space and facilities access
Scholarships/stipends (managed by the Adelaide Graduate Centre)

iv)

Milestones will be created in the PeopleSoft Grants Module for the purpose of recording the date of
transfer, the amount to be transferred, the recipient cost centre and project code, and the cost centre
from which the funds will be transferred from.

v)

A default discretionary project code (13 fund code) will be established in all applicable cost centres
from which the agreed internal co-contribution(s) will be transferred.
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vi)

The annual amount for the first annual period is to be transferred (via internal funds transfers) from the
default cost centre and project code (mentioned in v) above) to the relevant discretionary project
(mentioned in ii) above) for expenditure on or as soon as practicable after commencement date, as
part of the month-end process. Transfers will be processed by the Research & Management
Accounting team.
Annual amounts for subsequent annual periods are to be transferred on the anniversary date of the
first year transfer, as part of the month-end process.
Example: Agreement for a two year period commencing 15 July 2019 for a co-investment of
$50,000 in the first year and $100,000 in the second year.
o

Discretionary funding of $50,000 will be transferred in July 2019 for the 2019 funding year

o

Discretionary funding of $100,000 will be transferred in July 2020 for the 2020 funding year

Note: for co-investments contracted over multiple University budget years, funds cannot be transferred
in advance based on the total amount of the agreement.
vii)

The journal ID will be recorded against the relevant milestone (created as per iv) above) once the
funds have been transferred.

viii)

The agreement is to be attached in ORBIT at the time of project creation.

ix)

Chief investigators are responsible for ensuring that expenditure against the internal funds is in line
with the grant application and/or agreement

x)

Financial acquittals prepared for external sponsors must be compliant with the agreement.

xi)

Unspent funds at the end of any calendar year that falls within the term of the agreement will be rolled
over for expenditure in the following year. A deferred expenditure request for the 17 fund code project
will not be required for such Deferrals.

xii)

Where there is a variation to an internal contribution, Research and Management Accounting will
adjust the current year allocation as soon as practicable. Variations for future year allocations will be
updated against the relevant milestone/s in the grants module.

xiii)

Unspent compulsory co-investments will be managed in the same manner as unspent Tied Funds in
accordance with the Tied Research Funds Policy and the Research Grants, Contracts and
Consultancies Policy.
Research & Management Accounting will contact the relevant Faculty / Division to confirm the 18 fund
code Project ID to transfer the unspent funds to.

xiv)

Project deficits are the responsibility of the Chief Investigator. Deficits are to be paid using residual
research funds in the first instance. Where there are no residual research funds available, repayment
of the deficit should be negotiated with the Head of School.

2. Non Compulsory Co-Investments
Non Compulsory Co-Investments include the following:
•

•

Strategic
An allocation to a specific researcher and/or research group with the view of the investment providing
a longer term benefit/return to the University; or
Infrastructure
An internal allocation for research infrastructure or external payment to an organisation that provides
research infrastructure services

2.1 Strategic and Infrastructure
This includes Strategic Research Investment Funds (SRIF) which are to be managed in accordance with the
following procedure:
i)

Upon instruction from the Division of Research & Innovation, Accounting Services will establish a
record of each committed Strategic Research Investment Funds initiative in the PeopleSoft Grants
Module.
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ii)

As part of the financial set up of the agreement in the PeopleSoft Grants Module, Accounting Services
will create a new discretionary (19 fund code) project.

iii)

Contract lines will be created in the PeopleSoft Grants Module to record the total amount of Strategic
Research Investment Funds to be contributed.

iv)

Milestones will be created in the PeopleSoft Grants Module for the purpose of recording the date of
transfer, the amount to be transferred, the recipient cost centre and project code, and the cost centre
from which the funds will be transferred from (i.e. 716).

v)

A discretionary project code (13 fund code) will be used from which the agreed contribution(s) will be
transferred.

vi)

The annual amount for the first annual period is to be transferred (via internal funds transfers) from the
13 fund project code (mentioned in v) above) to the relevant 19 fund project code (mentioned in ii)
above) for expenditure on or as soon as practicable after commencement date, as part of the monthend process. Transfers will be processed by the Research & Management Accounting team.
Annual amounts for subsequent annual periods are to be transferred in February each year as part of
the month end process.
Example: Agreement for a two year period commencing 15 July 2021 for $50,000 in the first year and
$100,000 in the second year.
o

Discretionary funding of $50,000 will be transferred in July 2021 for the 2021 funding year

o

Discretionary funding of $100,000 will be transferred in February 2022 for the 2022 funding year

vii)

The journal ID will be recorded against the relevant milestone (created as per iv) above) once the
funds have been transferred.

viii)

The supporting agreement, letter or email for each initiative is to be retained in Cherwell (from the
original DRI request).

ix)

Chief investigators are responsible for ensuring that expenditure against the internal funds is in line
with the purpose for which the funds were allocated.

x)

Unspent funds at the end of any calendar year that falls within the term of the agreement will be rolled
over for expenditure in the following year. A deferred expenditure request for the 19 fund code project
will not be required for such Deferrals.

xi)

Where there is a variation to the allocation for Strategic Research Investment Funds, Research and
Management Accounting will adjust the current year allocation as soon as practicable. Variations for
future year allocations will be updated against the relevant milestone/s in the grants module.

xii)

Unspent Strategic Research Investment Funds are to be returned to the DRI office for further
investment in research, following a review of the project end date.

xiii)

Project deficits are the responsibility of the Chief Investigator. Deficits are to be paid using residual
research funds in the first instance. Where there are no residual research funds available, repayment
of the deficit should be negotiated with the Head of School.

2.2 Commercial Accelerator Scheme
These non-compulsory co-investments are to be managed in accordance with the following procedure:
i)

Upon instruction from the Innovation and Commercial Partners Branch, Accounting Services will
establish a record of each committed Commercial Accelerator Scheme funded initiative in the
PeopleSoft Grants Module.

ii)

As part of the financial set up of the agreement in the PeopleSoft Grants Module, Accounting Services
will create a new discretionary (19 fund code) project.

iii)

Contract line will be created in the PeopleSoft Grants Module to record the total amount of Commercial
Accelerator Scheme funds to be contributed.

iv)

Milestones will be created in the PeopleSoft Grants Module for the purpose of recording the estimated
date of transfer, the amount to be transferred, the recipient cost centre and project code, and the cost
centre from which the funds will be transferred from (i.e. 720).

v)

A single discretionary project code (13 fund code) will be used from which the agreed contribution(s)
will be transferred.
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vi)

Upon confirmation from the Innovation and Commercial Partners Branch that a milestone has been
met, the milestone amount is to be transferred (via internal funds transfers) from the project code
(mentioned in v) above) to the relevant discretionary project (mentioned in ii) above). Transfers will be
processed by the Research & Management Accounting team.

vii)

The journal ID will be recorded against the relevant milestone (created as per iv) above) once the
funds have been transferred.

viii)

The supporting agreement, letter or email for each initiative is to be retained in Cherwell (from the
original ICP request).

ix)

Chief investigators are responsible for ensuring that expenditure against the internal funds is in line
with the purpose for which the funds were allocated.

x)

Where there is a variation to the allocation for Commercial Accelerator Scheme funds, Research and
Management Accounting will adjust the current year allocation as soon as practicable. Variations for
future year allocations will be updated against the relevant milestone/s in the grants module.

xi)

Unspent Commercial Accelerator Scheme funds are to be returned to ICP Branch for further
investment in research, following a review of the project end date.

xii)

Project deficits are the responsibility of the Chief Investigator. Deficits are to be paid using residual
research funds in the first instance. Where there are no residual research funds available, repayment
of the deficit should be negotiated with the Head of School.

DEFINITIONS
Agreement is a legally binding executed document between the University and one or more other parties to provide
funding to the University for a specified project or purpose.
Annual Amount is the co-investment amount that is due in the annual period as set out in the agreement.
Annual Period is the annual fiscal period(s) in which a co-investment amount is due as set out in the agreement.
Commencement Date is the start date of the first annual period.
Tied Funds External funds provided to the University committed for a specific purpose under an
Agreement between the University and one or more other external parties.
Time of Award is the start date for funding as set out in the internal funding agreement.
Deferrals is expenditure that was planned to be utilised in one year, but may now be required to be utilised in future
year(s) within the discretionary segment.
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